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NEWSLETTER No 229                 September   2012 
 
2012/2013 Subscriptions 
Subscriptions for the current financial year are now due.  If you have a subscription 
notice with this newsletter, you are now unfinancial.  We look forward to hearing from 
you! 

The Healesville Freeway Reservation Renewal Project 
 
Not looking good! 
 
The Victorian state government desperately wants the state’s finances to be in 
surplus and has slashed the budgets of most government departments and 
authorities (including VicRoads) to achieve this outcome. VicRoads is consequently 
looking to maximize the value of assets in its possession including deleted freeway 
reservations. 
 
VicRoads is currently working through a community consultation process for the 
Healesville Freeway Reservation Renewal project in the eastern part of Whitehorse. 
The outcomes of this process will help determine the future land use for the 36-
hectare freeway reserve (currently owned by VicRoads) between Springvale and 
Boronia Roads within the suburbs of Forest Hill, Vermont and Vermont South.  The 
consultation process will culminate in the development of a land use Structure Plan. 
The plan aims to provide a clear vision for future land use within the reserve. 
 
At issue is the perception by a number of community stakeholders involved in the 
process of a shift from genuine community consultation to a VicRoads/consultant-
skewed process (called in the stakeholder meetings a “deliberative process”) that 
may be unrepresentative of the local community views, as none of the participants 
have the opportunity to opt in, they will all be selected by a random approach and 
will make recommendations on how the open space should be utilized.  
 
This will inevitably result in a massive land sale for residential and other developments 
at top dollar. A summary of the “deliberative process’ (as defined by the VicRoads 
consultants) is provided below and Tree Society members can draw their own 
conclusions about its efficacy in promoting community consultation and decision-
making.  
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For example, it is believed that the forum ‘decision-making’ participants will not only 
be randomly selected with at least 50% residing more than 5 km away from the site, 
but will be paid for their time. However, the interested local stakeholders and 
presenters to the forum will get nothing except the hope that the local community 
wishes will be fulfilled!  Obviously it pays to be apathetic with this process 
methodology and it reminds one of a simple focus group used to make decisions on 
gizmo to buy in an advertising context!  
 
The inevitable result will be to maximize VicRoads financial return on the land to the 
detriment of:  
• Whitehorse residents, community groups and local schools that have been using 

the freeway reserve for a range of activities for years including cricket, 
community farming, dog exercise, cycling, walking, school sports, nature 
conservation, passive recreational pursuits and horse agistment; 

• Bellbird Dell and the adjacent scarce, endangered remnant Valley Heathy 
Forest; 

• Important remnant vegetation scattered through the reserve and home to the 
only recorded population of Sugar Gliders in Whitehorse.  There is also a wide 
diversity of bird species (including roosting sites for the endangered Powerful 
Owl); 

• Any possibility for a pedestrian/cycling and fauna biolink through the reserve from 
Boronia Road to Springvale Road (and beyond). 

 
The official VicRoads ‘Communique’ of the second meeting of the Healesville Freeway 
Reservation Stakeholder Advisory Group, held in mid-August is available on the 
VicRoads website. 
 
A summary of the VicRoads-generated communiqué #2 follows: 
 
“Consultation Process for the Broad Community” 
A member of the Project Team advised that the best technique to capture the views of 
the broader Victorian community was by what is known as a “Deliberative Process”. 
 This process enables a randomly recruited group of people to explore a specific issue or 
topic, deliberate over what they have heard and provide recommendations. 
Important aspects of a Deliberative Process are presentations from subject experts, the 
opportunity for participants to discuss their hopes, concerns, values and preferences in 
small groups and then deliberate on their thoughts.   
 
A Deliberative Process is a technique used to capture the perspectives of those who 
may not normally participate in local community consultation, in the case of the 
Healesville Freeway Reservation, the broad Victorian community.  As the reservation is a 
state owned asset it is important that the broad community have an opportunity to 
have their say on what is a reasonable balance of the competing stakeholder 
objectives.  
 
The Healesville Freeway Reservation Deliberative Process Workshop will be held over 2 
days and include 60 to 80 participants. 50% of participants will live within a 5 kilometre 
radius of the reservation and 50% will come from other parts of Victoria. Participants 
living within a 5 kilometre radius will be split with half living in the immediate vicinity of 
the reservation (500 metre radius) and the other half from within 5 kilometres of the 
reservation.  
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Deliberative Process participants will assist in determining a set of principles to be used in 
developing the Structure Plan and also provide a broad community view on what is a 
reasonable balance between the conflicting project objectives.” 
 
The Deliberative Process Workshop will be held in September 2012 as will the third 
meeting of the Stakeholder Advisory Group.  
 

• This land is an important component of the Whitehorse Biolinks Strategy - a 
crucial policy initiative of the Society. 

  
Rare Orchid Propagation 
A group at the Horsham Orchid Conservation Facility, based at the Wimmera 
Catchment Management Authority, and led by orchid conservation manager Dr 
Noushka Reiter, has developed a process by which thousands of the rare metallic sun-
orchid have been propagated.  Only 30 plants of the species were known to remain in 
the Wimmera and they are rare Australia wide. 
 
In the last 2 months a team of experts has been planting the propagated plants in the 
Little Desert area.  The planting sites are being kept secret at least until the plants 
become established. 
 
 
The Blackburn and District Environment Protection Fund (B&DEPF)  
For the fund to support and lobby for a wide range of worthy environmental ‘on-
ground’ and educational activities in Whitehorse it needs financial support from the 
community. 
Yes, this is a blatant request for you, our members, to dig deep to secure the future of 
our local environment! 
 
Here are a few ideas on how you can make a positive, targetted financial contribution 
in support of specific environmental initiatives managed by the tree society. (Please 
note that all donations are tax deductible and the fund is sponsored by the Tree 
Society): 
• The Healesville Freeway Reserve Renewal Project – see article elsewhere in this 

newsletter. The ex-freeway land is in danger of being developed as medium-density 
residential housing resulting in: 
o Destruction of the endangered and scarce Valley Heathy Forest remnant 

vegetation in the reserve,  
o Little or no possibility of a pedestrian/cycling/fauna biolink between Boronia and 

Springvale Roads, and  
o A direct threat to the integrity and future of one of Whitehorse’s finest bushland 

parks, Bellbird Dell, whose future has not been guaranteed by the authorities. 
 
 

What your donation can achieve?  
It will add to a fighting fund to assist the Friends of Healesville Reserve in the protection of 
this valuable reserve and keep it as public open space e.g. leafleting 2,000 residences 
around Bellbird Dell will cost $400; leafleting residences around the entire 36-hectare 
reserve will cost $2,000. 
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• Plant Indigenous -revision and production of the third edition of the Society’s booklet 

Plant Indigenous; we have only a handful of copies left; the 2nd edition was published 
in the early 2000’s and is badly in need of editing and re-formatting.  

 
What your donation can achieve? 
$3,500 is required to revise and print 500 copies of the third edition of the Plant 
Indigenous booklet as well as create and lodge an electronic copy on the Tree Society 
website. 
 
• The ‘Eight Blocks’ Initiative at 1 Lake Road adjoining Blackburn Lake Sanctuary. 
 
What your donation can achieve? 
$15 will purchase 10 indigenous plants for the site; $150 will purchase 100 plants; $35 will 
purchase 1 cubic metre of mulch - we probably need 50 cubic metres or more to 
establish planting beds along the southern boundary of the land. 
 
• Continuation of the fund’s successful Small Grants Environmental program in 2013. 
 
What your donation can achieve? 
Most successful grant applicants in 2011-12 received $500 each for environmental 
works. For this amount 333 indigenous plants can be purchased. Other groups spent 
$100 on gardening tools and equipment; one school bought botanical textbooks for 
their library ($50-100) and an environmental organization planned and conducted a 
successful workshop on birds ($500). 
 
Or your donation may be non-targetted and thus aid in some all of the above initiatives. 
You can do this by: 
• Becoming a regular giver and/or a bequester to the fund (see web-site below or ring 

David Berry or Les Smith for further details) or 
• Making a one-off donation to support the fund’s activities (the bigger the better!). 
So what are you waiting for? 
 
Tax deductible donations can be made via a cheque to BDEPF posted to: 
 PO Box 210 Blackburn, VIC 3130 with personal details so we can send you a receipt OR 
a donation can be made online - follow the links at 
http://home.vicnet.net.au/~badepf/ 
Please make sure you state which specific activity you wish to support from the list 
above. 
 
The fund supports: 
• The extension and enhancement of bushland parks, open spaces and 'green' links in 

Whitehorse by planting indigenous plants, mulching, weed control, water quality 
testing and flora/fauna surveys, and/or 

• Education programs that increase community awareness of the bushland 
environment and natural heritage values within the city. 

• The environmental education program at the Blackburn Lake Visitor Centre.  
 
Major Overhaul of Victoria’s Planning Zones – but at what cost to local community input 
on neighbourhood character? 
On 11 July 2012 the Minister for Planning, The Hon Matthew Guy MLC announced plans 
for sweeping reforms to Victoria’s residential, commercial, industrial and rural planning 
zones. 
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Key features of the proposed zoning reforms include:  
• The introduction of a new Neighbourhood Residential Zone;  
• A new General Residential Zone and Residential Growth Zone; 
 • Amendments to the existing Mixed Use Zone, Comprehensive Development Zone 

and Activity Centre Zone;  
• New Commercial 1 and 2 Zones to replace 5 existing Business zones;  
• Zone reform to allow tourism activities in the Farming, Rural Conservation and 

Green Wedge Zones; and  
• Reforms to rural zones to promote the growth of agricultural activity. 
 
The state government asserts that the reforms will provide greater certainty in Victoria’s 
planning system (Author: certainty for developers maybe?!).   Mr. Guy stated that the 
proposed Neighbourhood Residential Zone will restrict housing growth in areas identified 
for preservation of the existing urban amenity, and fulfills a key election commitment to 
protect neighbourhoods from inappropriate development. In addition, he said that the 
new General Residential Zone and Residential Growth Zone will enable Councils to work 
with the local communities to determine the most appropriate locations for built form 
change to occur. 
 
Under the changes councils and communities will define what development is allowed 
in their area, including height and density, and then applications matching the 
definition will be fast-tracked through the planning system.   The new planning system is 
expected to apply to more than 20% of development applications and will require them 
to be processed within 10 working days with no notification or appeal rights for 
neighbours or residents’ groups. 

The reforms require councils and the community to set mandatory guidelines for 
development and developers can only appeal a council's decision if it was inconsistent 
with the area's new planning code. 

Stakeholders will have until Friday 21 September to provide feedback on any impacts of 
the recommended changes.  Final reforms will then be introduced into Victoria’s 
planning system in October 2012.  More information can be found on the department 
web site at:  
http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/planning/theplanningsystem/improving-the-system/new-
zones-for-victoria 
 
A Special Thank-you to Liz Henry from the Tree Society 
Long standing Tree Society member and committee member Liz Henry retired from the 
committee earlier this year after more than a dozen years of generous and active 
service for the Society, its members and the natural environment of Whitehorse.   Liz 
provided considerable botanical expertise to the committee, contributed topical and 
newsworthy articles to the newsletter and was ever-alert and responsive to proposed 
development proposals in Whitehorse, particularly those that encroached on the city’s 
natural environment.  
 
Liz was a highly valued committee member whose botanical expertise and contribution 
to further the Tree Society’s vision and mission was much appreciated and her skills and 
experience will be difficult for the committee to replace.  
 
Thanks Liz from all your ‘environmental’ friends and the broader Whitehorse community.  
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Sustainable House Day 9 September 2012 
Sustainable House Day (SHD) started in 2001 as an initiative of the Australian Solar 
Energy Society (AuSES).  This year over fifteen homes in metropolitan Melbourne will be 
open from 10 a.m. to 4.00 p.m. on Sunday 9th September as part of SHD.  

In addition there are many more houses open throughout rural and regional Victoria.  

For more information and updates on open houses please go to: 
http://www.sustainablehouseday.com/victoria.php 

Last year over 200 homes opened their doors to over 40,000 people throughout 
Australia. The homes were opened at no cost, providing a great opportunity for people 
seeking to make their own homes or rental properties greener. 

Sustainable House Day gives people the chance to get a real-life look inside houses that 
have been designed, built or fitted out with sustainability in mind and talk to owners, 
receiving unbiased advice. 

There is greater investment in harvesting water and solar energy as communities realise 
Australia’s energy resources are finite and likely to become more expensive.  By 
becoming energy efficient today, Australians will be on the front foot to save on energy 
bills and help the environment now and into the future. 

Protect the laws that protect the places Australians love 
This is a summary of a media release distributed by the VNPA for Tuesday 14 August 
2012. 
 
Peak environment groups have launched a campaign calling on the Federal 
Government to abandon a plan to weaken Australia's system of environmental laws.   
The environment groups object to the plan to allow state governments to approve 
developments that affect the environment without federal oversight.  The plan is being 
driven by demands from the Business Council of Australia (BCA) and state governments 
to fast-track development approvals. 
 
The environment groups today released analysis by Economists at Large that shows the 
BCA has overstated the effects of federal environment law on business.  The analysis 
found that a paper prepared by the BCA and provided to government had cherry 
picked figures and made methodological errors that resulted in overstated costs.  The 
BCA paper also failed to consider the benefits of environmental laws or the potential 
costs from streamlining them.  "This analysis shows the business lobby has completely 
exaggerated the effects of the national environment law on business projects," said 
Australian Conservation Foundation Director of Strategic Ideas Charles Berger.  
"Handing approval powers to the states is not about saving businesses time, it's about 
making it easier to bulldoze, dredge, clear and mine our coasts, rainforests, bushland 
and reefs without federal oversight," Mr. Berger said. 
 
VNPA executive director Matt Ruchel said that without strong federal environmental 
laws Victoria's heritage-listed Alpine National Park would have been turned into a cow 
paddock.  "Earlier this year Federal Environment Minister, Tony Burke, blocked the 
Victorian Government's deeply flawed and environmentally damaging alpine cattle 
grazing trials in the Alpine National Park," he said.  "The alpine grazing issue clearly 
demonstrated the role federal environmental powers play as a check and balance on 
state governments.  The grazing was having clear impacts on a national heritage place, 
with nationally threatened species such as the Alpine Tree Frog as well as alpine bogs 
and fens.  Without federal intervention the Victorian Government would have turned 
our Alpine National Park into a cow paddock." 
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CEO of WWF-Australia Dermot O'Gorman said the government's plan was a step 
backwards that would wind back environmental protection in Australia by 30 years.  
"With the anniversary of the Montara oil spill disaster just around the corner, we have a 
stark reminder of why we need strong laws to manage environmental risks, and a 
transparent consultative process that allows all Australians to have a say in protecting 
the places and wildlife they love," Mr. O'Gorman said. 
 
Humane Society International Director Michael Kennedy said that the delegation of 
approval powers to state and territory Governments would be a decision generations to 
come would find hard to forgive.  "The proposals to hand state governments the 
approval powers for important national matters are based on unreliable and incorrect 
information driven by the business lobby to the exclusion of civil society," Mr. Kennedy 
said. 
 
CEO of Birdlife Australia, Dr Graeme Hamilton, said Australians would not stand for big 
business' influence over government.  "This is not just an attack on the environment; it is 
an attack on democracy. Big business and industry have lobbied behind closed doors 
to ensure the weakening of our environment laws.  Today we call on all Australians to 
contact the Prime Minister and their federal member of parliament to demand 
protection for the places and wildlife they love," Dr Hamilton said. 
 
The VNPA and other National Parks Associations have been supporting a campaign 
along with other environment groups to expose a plan to weaken Australia's system of 
environmental laws. 
The campaign has launched a new website: www.placesyoulove.org 

State of the Climate – 2012 
The State of the Climate 2012 report can be downloaded from 
http://www.csiro.au/Outcomes/Climate/Understanding/State-of-the-Climate-2012.aspx   
 
The report provides an updated summary of long-term climate trends. It notes that the 
long-term warming trend has not changed, with each decade having been warmer 
than the previous decade since the 1950s.  The warming trends observed around 
Australia are consistent with global-scale warming that has been measured during 
recent decades, despite 2010 and 2011 being the coolest years recorded in Australia 
since 2001.  Global-average surface temperatures were the warmest on record in 2010 
(slightly higher than 2005 and 1998).  2011 was the world’s 11th warmest year and the 
warmest year on record during a La Niña event.  The world’s 13 warmest years on 
record have all occurred in the past 15 years. 
 
There has been a general trend towards increased spring and summer monsoonal 
rainfall across Australia’s north during recent decades, and decreased late autumn and 
winter rainfall across southern Australia.  The summary shows that the very strong La Niña 
event in 2010 followed by another in 2011 brought the highest two-year Australian-
average rainfall total on record. 
 
State of the Climate 2012 also highlights the increase in global sea level and notes sea-
level rise around Australia since 1993 is greater than, or equal to, the global average.  
Our observations show that sea-surface temperatures around Australia have increased 
faster than the global average. The concentrations of long-lived greenhouse gases in 
the atmosphere reached a new high in 2011. Annual growth in global fossil-fuel CO2 
emissions between 2009 and 2010 was 5.9 per cent, reversing a small decline of 1.2 per 
cent recorded between 2008 and 2009 during the global financial crisis. 
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Key points: 
o Each decade has been warmer than the previous decade since the 1950s. 
o Australian annual-average daily maximum temperatures have increased by 0.75 °C 

since 1910. 
o Australian annual-average daily mean temperatures have increased by 0.9 °C since 

1910. 
o Australian annual-average overnight minimum temperatures have warmed by more 

than 1.1°C since 1910. 
o 2010 and 2011 were Australia’s coolest years recorded since 2001 due to two 

consecutive La Niña events. 
o Southwest Western Australia has experienced long-term reductions in rainfall during 

the winter half of the year. 
o There has been a trend over recent decades towards increased spring and summer 

monsoonal rainfall across Australia’s north; higher than normal rainfall across the 
centre, and decreased late autumn and winter rainfall across the south. 

o Global-average mean sea level for 2011 was 210 mm above the level in 1880. 
o Global-average mean sea level rose faster between 1993 and 2011 than during the 

20th century as a whole. 
o The heat content of the world’s oceans has increased during recent decades, 

increasing the volume of ocean waters and contributing to sea-level rise. 
o Sea-surface temperatures around Australia have increased faster than the global 

average. Sea-surface temperatures in the Australian region in 2010 were the 
highest on record. 

o Sea-surface temperatures have increased by about 0.8 °C since 1910. 
o Fossil-fuel CO2 emissions increased by more than three per cent per year from 2000 

to 2010. 
o The concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere in 2011 was 390 parts per million – 

higher than at any time for the past 800,000 years. 
o The main cause of the observed increase in CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is 

the combustion of fossil fuels since the industrial revolution. 
o Both natural and human influences affected climate over the past 100 years. 
o It is very likely that most of the surface global warming observed since the mid 20th 

century is due to anthropogenic increases in greenhouse gases. 
o Human activities also have influenced ocean warming, sea-level rise, and 

temperature extremes. 
o The warming around Australia is consistent with the global pattern and cannot be 

explained by natural variability alone. 
o There is evidence of changes in extreme temperatures globally. 
o No significant trends in the total numbers of tropical cyclones or in the occurrence of 

the most intense tropical cyclones have been found in the Australian region. 
o Australian average temperatures are projected to rise by 1.0 to 5.0 °C by 2070 when 

compared with the climate of recent decades. 
o An increase in the number of droughts is expected in southern Australia but it also is 

likely that there will be an increase in intense rainfall events in many areas. 
 

Climate change is continuing 
Multiple lines of evidence show that global warming continues and that human 
activities are mainly responsible.  The fundamental physical and chemical processes 
leading to climate change are well understood.   CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology 
observations provide further evidence that climate change is real.  The scientific 
understanding and the observations show that global trends in temperatures and sea- 
level rise since the mid-20th century have been caused predominantly by human 
activities.  Natural climate variability also affected global-mean temperature and sea 
level during the past century, but much less than increasing greenhouse gases. 
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It is clear that increasing greenhouse gas concentrations will result in significant further 
global warming.  Uncertainties remain regarding future levels of greenhouse gas 
concentrations, and the precise timing and magnitude of changes, particularly at 
regional scales.  Further uncertainties relate to tipping points in the climate system, such 
as the break-up of ice-sheets, which can lead to rapid climate change.  Unless 
greenhouse gas emissions decrease, we expect to see the temperature of the 
atmosphere and the oceans continue to warm and sea levels continue to rise at current 
or even higher rates than reported here. 
CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology will continue to provide observations, projections, 
research, and analysis so that Australia’s responses are underpinned by science of the 
highest quality. 

 
Vale - Iris Hocking (nee Nattrass born McGeorge) 1.9.1924 - 16.6.2012 
Passed away peacefully at home after a valiant 13 years struggle with Parkinson's 
Disease. 
 
Iris was an enthusiastic, talented and energetic member of the Society, particularly 
during the seventies and eighties, when she was a committee member and, for much of 
this time, Secretary.  
 
Born in Fremantle and raised in the 'scrub' near Tenindewa and Meekatharra, Western 
Australia; she held a lifelong passion and affinity for the wild flora and fauna.  She was a 
trained draughtswoman with a superb artistic ability to draw and paint from nature. 
 
She married Dave Hocking (d.2000) in 1952, and moved to a bush block in Nunawading 
in 1957.  She detailed everything she found growing here over the years while raising 
seven children, and illustrated many of them, first in pencil then in watercolour. 
 
Below is a list of the plant indigenous to the area.  The names of some of the plnts have 
meanwhile changed, but we have left the names which were current at that time: 

 
Stylidium graminfiolium    Grass Trigger-Plant 
Dichopogon strictus         Chocolate Lily 
Wahlenbergia gracilis      Sprawling Bluebell 
Dianella revoluta              Black-anther Flax-lily 
Kennedya prostrata         Running Postman 
Hardenbergia monophylla  Purple Coral-Pea 
Viola betonicifolia            Showy Violet 
Cryptostylis subulate       Large Tongue-orchid 
Calochilus robertsoni      Purplish Beard-orchid 
Glossodia major             Wax-lip Orchid 
Hovea heterophylla        Common Hovea 
Droseria whittakeri         Scented Sundew 
Epacris impressa           Common Heath 
Billardieria scandeus     Common Apple-berry 
Gahnia sieberiana         Red-fruit Saw-sedge 
Chamaescilla corumbosa  Blue Squill 
Anguillaria dioica          Early Nancy 
Helichrysum scorpioides Curling Everlasting 
 
 

 
Burchardia umbellata      Milkmaids 
Pultenaea gunnii          Golden Bush-pea 
Amyema pendula         Drooping Mistletoe 
Acacia mearnsii            Black Wattle 
Acacia verticillata          Prickly Moses 
Daviesia leptophylla     Narrow-leaf Bitter-pea 
Dillwynia sp                  Parrot-pea  
Platylobium obtusangulum  Common Flat-pea 
Spyridium parviflorum  Dusty Miller 
Indigofera australis      Austral Indigo 
Acrotriche serrulate     Honeypots 
Brunonia australis       Blue Pincushion 
Cassytha glabella       Slender Dodder-laurel 
Hibbertia sp.               Guinea-flower        
Hypoxis glabella         Tiny Star 
Microseris scapigera  Yam Daisy 
Pteridium esculentum Austral Bracken 
Also unnamed Eucalypts and tea trees. 
 

Vale David Morrow 
We were also saddened to hear of the death in July of David Morrow, husband of 
former Committee member Ann Creber.  Our thoughts are with Ann in her sad loss. 
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  COMMITTEE President David Berry      9890 7915 
 Treasurer Les Smith       9874 2641 
 Secretary       Ann Clayton     9878 6585 
 Members Mary Crouch 9894 3025 
  Rosemary Sankey 9878 5848  
  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Blackburn & Dis tr ic t Tre e Prese rva ti on Soci e ty  Inc 
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION - 2012/2013 Financial Year 

 
Name ................................................................................................................................. 

Address .............................................................. ..................................................... 

Postcode .................. Tel. no. ...........................    Email address 

.................................................... 

I/We wish to join/renew membership of the Blackburn & District Tree Preservation Soc.: 
Single/family $10.00 per year        �      Concession  $5.00 per year        � 

Junior (< 18 years) $3.00 per year        �       Life   $200.00          �  

Post your subscription to:     Membership Sec,    
   Blackburn & District Tree Preservation Soc. Inc 

   PO Box 5, NUNAWADING    VIC   3131 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
    

BLACKBURN & DISTRICT TREE PRESERVATION SOCIETY INC. 
 

 Aims to: •  Promote and improve the natural  environment 
     in the City of Whitehorse 
• Promote an understanding of indigenous 

plants and the natural environment 
• Disseminate information to members 


